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tiger reef is a one of a kind experience that gives you the unique opportunity to swim with a tiger shark. swim deep in the stunning rich coral reef at the tiger reef marine gardens, home to healthy african reef sharks. this encounter is held in between 12 and 2pm each day and youll be the only one
in the lagoon at that time. even if youre not a certified scuba diver, you are still bound to find this an adventure that is not to be missed. we offer the perfect combination of adventure and relaxation making it a truly remarkable experience. experience the exquisite natural beauty of a south african
wildlife sanctuary, relaxing in luxury in one of thands premier accommodation places and interacting with the ocean top predators in their natural habitat. youll be matched with a sea escort who will be your guide and safety net throughout your experience. the unique opportunity to swim with the

ocean top predator, the black tip reef shark, at the great barrier reef. an encounter that will mark your life forever. enjoy the tranquility of our private game reserve at thanda western cape hotel and spa. whether you are a seasoned safari player or simply a traveller wanting to experience a uniquely
south african safari experience, thanda s game reserve is for you. whether you are seeking a remote wilderness setting with an abundance of wildlife, the very best in wildlife viewing, game drives, luxury accommodation, health and wellness retreat, thanda's natural bounty will leave you with

memories that will last a lifetime. agents have been known to use any means to capture the perfect beach for our bucket list, and sorrento beach is as snug as a clam. warm and warm and warm, this protected, hidden little gem of a beach is found at the southern end of the fortified town walls at
sorrento. the gorgeous little crescent of sand is flooded with tangerine-colored mediterranean waters and flanked by protected stands of jagged rocky outcroppings.
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divers from around the globe competed in the first ever world series of diving
world championships in july. competitors from as far as australia, the

maldives and the united states travelled to the indian ocean to compete in
the sporting event for qualified divers. the championships was the very first
time that any kind of diving had been formally recognized as an olympics

sport. como maalifushi resort offers a host of outstanding facilities and
services, including a superb beachfront pool, a spa, a six-hole championship
golf course, a sports-filled gym, a diving center and wellness center, and a
host of sublime ocean activities. in goa, the sale of land is at its peak and

properties are selling at a premium. a few properties fetched rs one crore. a
duplex in off hebbar road in central and the original cottage cost rs 3.4 crore
when it was sold. a plot in goa with a potential to build a very posh residence
was put for rs 4.8 crore. the waterfront property is set on a plot of 810 sq ft
and has a private swimming pool, which can be opened up to visitors, a sun-
trap area, a fish-tank, dressing room and a spacious terrace. the residence is
spread across four bedrooms and five bathrooms. imagine locating a private
island in the maldives with 35 beachfront villas, water villas and overwater
villas. these properties also boast private pools, their own dive sites, diving

school, kids club, restaurants and bars. in the maldives, more than the
island's cool design, it's the island's seclusion that makes it a perfect holiday
home. the island is designed to be a private oasis that is just a short boat ride

from the resort's private beach. 5ec8ef588b
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